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Think you have problems
with hard disk space? Get
some perspective! IDC esti-
mates the amount of data
stored world wide to be
nearly 300 pedabytes. Ped-
abyte?! 

This is what it
means: 
1 Pedabyte = 1,024
terabytes;
1 Terabyte = 1,024
gigabytes

Assuming that an
average hard drive is 
1 GB, this would
mean that there is

315
million hard disk drives
worth of data floating out
there that God manages. 

And you thought that you
had troubles. 

PROVERBS FOR THE MILLENIUM

FLIPPED OVER

�The fastest growing e-
commerce site on the
Internet� seems to take
every opportunity to live
up to its name. When
the new Vice-Presi-
dent of BUY.COM
took over his job, he
sent a courtesy
card introducing
himself to our
Editor. He
invited him to

visit their Web site
and also thoughtfully added

��and even better, buy something
from us�.  Bye, BUY! Go #$%^&* 

WHAT�S IN STORE?

In their romance in a recent
movie playing in Indian the-
atres, Meg Ryan and Tom Hanks are at loggerheads early

on, but finally the relationship
flowers. Guess which note-
books did they use? An IBM
ThinkPad for the stuffy Tom
and an Apple Powerbook for
the flighty Meg. 

Truth is stranger than fic-
tion, and Apple�s PowerPC is
finally moving towards the
IBM-compatible standard. May
they live happily ever after! 

Home is where you hang your @

The e-mail of the species is deadlier than the mail

A journey of a thousand sites begins 

with a single click

You can t teach a new mouse old clicks

C:\ is the root of all directories

Don t put all your hypes in one home page

Pentium wise; pen and paper foolish

The modem is the message

Too many clicks spoil the browse

The geek shall inherit the earth

A chat has nine lives

Don t byte off more than you can view
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Try doing a search for
hell at
w w w.infoseek.com
Here is one of the results:
w w w.microsoft.com

You ve Got m@il 

WHERE DO YOU
WANT TO GO TODAY?

Wonder how many people flipped on this advertise-
ment for an educational institute. Well, the keyboard
certainly did flip over.
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